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People often think that Victorian photographs are of very serious people. 
When photographs first started being taken they took a long time to take 
so people had to keep still otherwise it would be blurry. 

So people think that Victorian people didn’t smile because they couldn’t 
move but by the 1850s a photo was able to be taken within ten seconds. 

The real reason has to do with the Victorian times that they lived in.  Up 
until the early 1900s, getting a professional picture taken was expensive 
and many people could only afford to have one photo taken in a lifetime. 
People believed if they smiled for a photo, they would be preserved 
in time and remembered as a fool that comes from the day of where 
portraits were painted and fools were painted with large smiles. 

Most Victorian photographs were taken at a photographer’s studio.  Most 
of the studios were set up in the same type of way with the same type of 
things to use in the photograph.

Next: Find out what you’ ll need…

Take your  
  own Victorian 
style photograph.
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Your best clothes…

What  
   you’ ll need.

Some props

Next: Find out how to take the photo…

Phone or 
camera
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Submit your photos: 
Email your best photos to: info@jerseyheritage.org
Or tag us on our social media channels. 

What you    
    need to do.

Get dressed up1

Get someone to take your photograph2
Get your props ready – you might want to sit 
on a chair holding a book or stand up next to a 
table with a plant pot on

3

Don’t look directly at the camera and just look 
slightly off to the side4

Important – don’t smile and look serious!5

Take the photograph6
On some cameras and phones you can edit it 
to set it as a black and white or sepia and you 
have your very own Victorian photograph 

7
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Submit your photos: 
Email your best photos to: info@jerseyheritage.org

Or tag us on our social media channels. 

If you have a printer, why not 
print out this page and put your 

photo on this frame?

Add your photo


